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1. Legal Quotes
"He who goes to the law for a sheep loses his cow." [Spanish proverb]
“I think we may class the lawyer in the natural history of monsters." [John Keats]
"Law has been called a bottomless pit, not so much for its depth, as that its windings are so obscure
nobody can see the end." [G P Morris]
2. Legal short
After having a big operation a lawyer comes out of anaesthesia. He looks around his darkened room and
asks the nurse, "Why are all the blinds drawn in here?" "There's a big fire across the street," she
answers, "and the doctor didn't want you to think the operation had been a failure."
3. Inspiring quotes
"Life shrinks or expands in proportion to one's courage." [Anais Nin]
"Some of the best days in your life haven't happened yet." [Anne Frank]
"No matter how much it hurts, how dark it gets or how far you fall, you are never out of the
fight." [Marcus Luttrell]
4. Actions of deregistered companies have retrospective effect after reinstatement
Many companies are deregistered daily by the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission
(“CIPC”), usually as a result of the company's failure to file its annual returns. Because neither the public
nor the affected company are made aware of the actual deregistration, many third parties with no
knowledge of the incapacity continue to transact with deregistered companies. Affected companies,
unaware of their deregistered status, also carry on with business as if the deregistration has never
occurred. But what effect do actions taken by a company, whilst being deregistered, have?
In the recent Supreme Court of Appeal judgment of Newlands Surgical Clinic (Pty) Ltd v Peninsula Eye
Clinic (Pty) Ltd (086/2014) ZASCA 25 (20 March 2015) , the court held that reinstatement of
companies under the new Companies Act has automatic retrospective effect. Accordingly, once a
deregistered company is reinstated, the affected company does not have to take any corporate action
(i.e. pass a resolution) ratifying the actions performed on behalf of that company during its period of
deregistration.
The reinstatement of the company may however be detrimental to third parties who, in the interim, have
acquired rights to the property of the company, and who will lose those rights when the registration is
restored.
So, what recourse does an affected company or third party have which/who is prejudiced by the
retrospective effect of reinstatement? A court, on application by any interested party (at any time
after deregistration of a company) may grant any order it considers just and equitable in the
circumstances. The onus will rest on the third party or company to convince the court not to grant an
order in favour of restoration (or to grant it subject to certain conditions that will alleviate the
consequences of retrospective restoration).
Unfortunately, third parties wishing to enforce their rights against a deregistered company will have to
incur costs in applying for the reinstatement of a deregistered company (by application either to the
registrar of companies or to the courts). Similarly, a company or third party seeking to prevent a
restoration, or to lessen the retrospective effect of restoration, will have to incur legal expenses in
attempting to exercise its rights.
From a commercial perspective parties should, prior to concluding any business (and during the

subsistence of their business relationship) check the registration status of the party they wish to
engage or with which they are engaging.
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